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3ds Max 8 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
If 3ds Max 8 can do it, you can do it too ... 
Spark your creativity with the world's most popular animation software and the detailed instruction in this power-packed book from an industry expert. If you're new to 3ds Max, jump right in with a Quick Start program that will have you modeling and rendering a complete image your first day....
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Web Metrics: Proven Methods for Measuring Web Site SuccessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
There now exists a wealth of tools and techniques that can determine if and how a Web site is providing business value to its owners. This book is a survey of those metrics and is as important to IT executives as it is to marketing professionals.
	Jim Sterne is recognized worldwide as a leading Internet business expert and is the...
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Beginning ASP DatabasesWrox Press, 1999
As a tutorial, Beginning ASP Databases offers an entry point to one of the most crucial aspects of Microsoft-oriented Web development--database integration with Active Server Pages. In Beginning ASP Databases, a trio of authors covers the basics of working with databases from ASP--especially using ActiveX Database Objects (ADO)....
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Hard Disk Drive: Mechatronics and Control (Control Engineering)CRC Press, 2006
The hard disk drive (HDD) is an excellent example of the practical application of precision mechatronics. Hard Disk Drive: Mechatronics and Control describes the control aspects of an HDD, explains difficulties faced by designers, provides solutions, and highlights challenges of future-generation drives. Combining academic interests with...
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Character Animation in 3D, : Use traditional drawing techniques to produce stunning CGI animationFocal Press, 2004
Finally! A forthright approach to a complex art form. An inspired text that fuses an essential understanding of fundamental traditional methods and technology.
Rita Osei, Animation & Graphics Producer, Cartoon Network, Boomerang, Toonami

It was surely a matter of time before a publication like this emerged. An understanding of...
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Actionable Web Analytics: Using Data to Make Smart Business DecisionsSybex, 2007
Getting ROI from the Web Is Everyone's Job   

   Right now someone is clicking on your website, and knowing everything you can about those clicks and the people that make them is a business imperative. That's the first of a set of compelling business lessons distilled from the authors' decade of experience with the...
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Encyclopedia of World Cultures: Middle America and the CaribbeanMacmillan Technical, 1995
Over 153 million people live in the Middle American and Caribbean culture areas, which are divided primarily between the Middle American mainland cultures and the Caribbean cultures of the West Indian islands and Bermuda.

Middle America is the region south of the United States and north of South America. It includes Mexico and Central...
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MCTS Windows Vista Client Configuration Study Guide (Exam 70-620) (Study Guide & CD)McGraw-Hill, 2007
Windows Vista is the latest iteration of the Windows product, bringing a number of new features to the Windows operating system and to the Windows networking. This book is designed to help you learn all about Windows Vista in preparation for Exam 70-620, Configuring Microsoft Windows Vista Client. The Windows Vista MCTS exam tests your ability to...
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Oracle Database 11g: New Features for DBAs and Developers (Expert's Voice in Oracle)Apress, 2007
Oracle Database 11g: New Features for DBAs and Developers is a comprehensive, example–laden review of the most significant new features and improvements offered by the latest release of Oracle Corporation’s flagship database product.
	Learn what’s new in Oracle that really counts. 
	See actual...
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Management, Control, and Evolution of IP NetworksISTE Publishing Company, 2007
Starting with various aspects of quality of service and the evolution of IP networks, this book covers the improvement of addressing in IP version 6, enhanced security, and the adaptation of video for the Internet and voice over IP. New generations of IP networks are discussed including the future of pervasive networks, wi-fi, the control of...
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QuickBooks 2007 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Keep your small business finances in tip-top form
    

    Manage your business accounting and financial management tasks — quickly and accurately    

    If you're like most small-business people, accounting is the last thing you want to spend lots of time on. That's where this handy...
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Math You Can't Use: Patents, Copyright, and SoftwareBrookings Institution Press, 2005
The field of software is awash in disputes.  Market participants and analysts routinely disagree on how computer programs should be produced, marketed, regulated, and sold.  On one subject, however, just about everyone can agree:  the current intellectual property protection regime for software is a mess.  At present, all of the traditional means...
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